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Simon opera�ons leadership is focused on con�nuously improving the customer and 
tenant experience for its por�olio of proper�es. This focus is embodied in Simon’s mission 
statement, which emphasizes premium quality of the asset por�olio: “To create and 
con�nually enhance stockholder value through the ownership of a high quality por�olio of 
premier proper�es...” Fundamental to this vision is a responsive and impac�ul custodial 
and facili�es management workforce that is able to execute on a deligh�ul customer 
experience and effec�vely deploy and re-allocate resources to meet challenges during 
both peak and non-peak �mes. The purpose of this white paper is to benchmark the 
impact of TossCubes, which are solar-powered sensorized trash compactors, on Simon’s 
strategic impera�ve to deliver a premium experience to customers and tenants, and to 
con�nuously measure, manage and improve that experience.

In December 2017, Opera�ons and Procurement leadership at Simon conducted a pilot 
deployment of TossCubes at the San Francisco Premium Outlets loca�on in Livermore, 
California to determine their value and suitability for waste management across the Simon 
asset por�olio. The purpose of the pilot deployment was to track and report the impact of 
TossCubes on Simon facility opera�ons for the purpose of benchmarking the enterprise 
value of the new technology. TossCubes are solar-powered trash compactors that can hold 
more than 8x the contents of a standard can. Furthermore, these cubes are equipped with 
a smart sensor to no�fy facili�es staff when the compactor chamber needs to be emp�ed. 
The result is that TossCubes need to be emp�ed far less o�en, and custodial staff do not 
have to deploy finite custodial resources in order to emptying a can before it is full. 
TossCubes further allow Simon facili�es staff to track pa�erns in waste stream, iden�fy 
leading indicators and more effec�vely staff and deploy custodial resources in a proac�ve 
and forward-thinking manner. It is this unique custodial foresight and proac�ve alloca�on 
of resources that has the poten�al to drive tremendous impact on Simon’s core mission: 
an ever-improving premium customer experience
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In analyzing the impact of sustainable facili�es innova�ons on commercial property 
managers (CPMs) compe��ve advantage, Waste Management notes a clear trend: “As 
more CPMs seek a sustainability edge, they o�en realize measurable successes in terms 
of market share, revenue growth and cost savings. Comprehensive sustainability 
programs allow CPMs to reduce energy consump�on, waste output and water usage, 
which in turn can decrease the property’s carbon footprint and result in millions of 
dollars in cost savings. A comprehensive sustainability agenda and associated 
monitoring programs can help CPMs meet company goals and provide a 
pla�orm to measure property performance. With this degree of visibility, CPMs can 
monitor progress and dis�nguish their proper�es from their compe�tors.”  1From this 
standpoint, measuring success in the acquisi�on and deployment of sustainable 
facili�es technologies fits into a broader strategic thesis around eleva�ng Simon’s 
value proposi�on and compe��ve advantage in the mul�-tenant retail property lease 
marketplace.

The methodology employed in this white paper determines three impact areas that 
directly effect Simon’s strategic mission of delivering a premium property management 
experience. Each impact area corresponds to a simple, easily defined quan�ta�ve metric. 
By using data collected before and a�er the pilot deployment of TossCubes, Bid Ops 
analysts have quan�fied the measurable impact of sustainable innova�ons such as 
TossCubes on the metrics that impact Simon’s business strategy and goals. By using 
objec�ve, third party data to assess the impact of new technology such as TossCubes, 
Simon is able to leverage their innova�ve approach to hypothesis-tes�ng the value of 
new technology to their own enterprise. Tracking and repor�ng against these metrics at 
scale can offer vital data into how Simon’s por�olio is performing against the 
mission of providing a premium customer experience.

IMPACT AREAS
#1 – CUSTODIAL AGILITY – EMPTIES PER SHIFT
Following discussions with key stakeholders, Bid Ops determined that waste overflow, 
li�er and inefficient waste removal processes can nega�vely impact the customer and 
tenant experience of Simon proper�es. The agility of facility waste management to 
respond to waste during peak �mes directly impacts the brand equity of Simon, as well 
as customer and tenant percep�ons of the value and quality of the loca�on and 
lease opportunity. Custodial resources, like all human resources, are by defini�on 
finite. Imposing burdens that spike during peak �mes through inefficient waste 
emptying prac�ces have real and measurable trade-offs with custodial agility overall. 
To offer the premium property experience that is at the core of Simon’s mission, 
custodial staff must  

1h�ps://www.wm.com/sustainability-services/documents/insights/Commercial%20Proper�es%20Insight.pdf



be able to execute responses to various sanita�on and waste management scenarios with 
agility that does not substan�ally decrease during peak �mes, such as holidays and 
weekends. If custodians’ resources are substan�ally occupied by an escalated and 
intensive task during peak �mes (such as emptying waste cans), then they have less �me 
on their shi� to solve for emerging sanita�on scenarios and also less �me and focus to 
proac�vely engage in premium upkeep projects such as maintaining the polished look and 
feel of flooring, fixtures, ligh�ng or decora�ve areas. During a case interview email for this 
white paper, Simon leadership par�cipant Orlando Burch illustrated this trade-off in the 
alloca�on of finite custodial resources with the following statement: “A�er reviewing with 
the Janitorial Staff , both shi�s enjoy having the Solar Trash Receptacles. It allows them to 
clean the restroom more o�en, plus clean the tables and mop the surrounding areas two 
to three �mes within an hour. The staff have directed their extra �me, to keep the 
common area and food court cleaner on the busy day. It also allows them to do special 
projects waxing floors, using the walk behind scrubber, clean restroom, clean food court 
table, etc.” This quote also suggests that there is tremendous opportunity in impac�ng the 
premium property experience by augmen�ng custodial resources with sustainable 
innova�ve technology that removes an unpleasant and �me-consuming task from 
custodians’ daily shi� rou�ne. While the impact on each individual load of waste emp�ed 
may seem difficult to measure, at scale we can safely say that the fewer number of �mes 
the trash needs to be emp�ed, the more agile Simon’s custodial resources will become. 
Thus, we can link this impact area with a metric that reflects this overall dynamic towards 
decreasing the necessity and frequency of trash emptying.

Custodians are paid for their labor and therefore their labor has a cost. While it would be 
incorrect to state that this money comes back to Simon absent the use of TossCubes, it 
would also be incorrect to say that Simon does not bear a direct financial cost for 
custodians who must spend many hours engaged in the act of emptying a waste can. Thus, 
to accurately benchmark the value we must factor in the decrease in the number of hours 
custodians spend on emptying a can.

METRIC: NUMBER OF TIMES CAN IS DUMPED PER UNIT OF TIME

#2 – LABOR COSTS – DOLLARS PER HOURS 

METRIC: NUMBER OF DOLLARS PER HOUR SAVED ON EMPTYING 
WASTE BINS PER UNIT OF TIME



PILOT RESULTS
SUMMARY

(TossCube’s dynamic dashboard shows the deployment configuration)

AVERAGE PEAK WEEK: SINGLE SAMPLE LOCATION (NORTH 
SIDE FOOD COURT #1 (36 GALLONS)

Standard Can 37

TossCube 14

0

5.75

0

23

Number of times 
trash emptied 

per week

Hours saved 
per week

Can liners saved 
per week

Simon pays for can liners, and the more they are used the more Simon pays. By emptying 
waste a fewer number of �mes, Simon can substan�ally save on the cost of can liners. 
While TossCubes do not eliminate the use of can liners, they do substan�ally impact the 
number of can liners used to dispose of the same amount of waste. 

METRIC: NUMBER OF CAN LINERS USED PER UNIT OF TIME

#3 – MATERIALS COST INPUTS – CAN LINERS 



Can liners saved 

0 

1026 

AVERAGE NON-PEAK WEEK (25% PEAK): SINGLE SAMPLE 

LOCATION (NORTH SIDE FOOD COURT #I (36 GALLONS) 

AVERAGE NON-PEAK WEEK (25% PEAK): 

AGGREGATE (9-CAN TOTAL) 

Standard Can 316 0 

TossCube 60 64 

Can liners saved 

per week 

0 

5 

Can liners saved 

0 

256 



CONCLUSION: TOSSCUBES DRIVE 

STRONG RESULTS AT SCALE 

ANNUALIZED RETURN ON INVESTMENT COMPARISON 

AGGREGATE OF 9-CAN TOTAL PILOT AT SFPO 

Labor Costs Materials Costs 

0 0 

$1,024.00 

$1,231.20 

$2,255.20 




